
Building For Bikes
Q&A with Kurt Wallace Martin

Q: Where is this parking lot located?

A: The photo of the bike path entering and then
crossing a car parking lot is recent work from a
California company looking to make the arrival to
work safer and easier.

Q: Can you broadly cover common approaches
to charging/battery concerns in bike parking
areas?

A: Signage with posted policies to limit bikes and
batteries to only allow UL 2849 certified products,
Make plans to keep batteries from charging
without supervision or overnight. Have the proper
fire prevention (proper NEC electrical wiring, circuit
breakers, outlet timers, sprinklers, class ABC fire
extinguishers, and response strategies in place.

Lithium ion battery fires are generally not easily
extinguishable, so calling 911 in the event of a fire
is paramount.  See some of the links on the next
page for resources.

Q: How to reduce thefts from bike rooms? Bike
Rooms vs Bike Lockers? Reduce having stuff
stolen off of locked bikes?

A: Layers of security help, such as having a card
key locked space inside a locked access building,
with personal bike locks in the room. A well-lit
room in a higher traffic area (such as adjacent to an
existing staffed lobby) and monitored security
cameras is also more safer.

Q: Are there differences in what you encounter
from residential bike spaces vs office bike
spaces in terms of racks, amenities, etc?
Obviously the need for showers/locker rooms
may not exist for residential spaces

A: The two are similar, but bike parking at office
spaces tend to be fewer, larger facilities. Having
the bike parking easily accessible in close
proximity to the end of trip location is key, so for
instance in a multi-building apartment complex
having a bike room per building is helpful.
Showers and bathrooms may not be as important
for residential spaces, but having lock docks, a
bike repair stand, and bike wash is helpful.
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Tailoring the bike room to match the caliber of
your intended target audience, as well as making
the space cheerful and well-lit is always a good
idea.

Q: Bike Parking Improvement and Development
is associated with a lot of cost. Could you please
elaborate on which aspects of development
have higher priority?

A: In comparison to car parking, bike parking is
much cheaper and has multiple benefits (space
savings, wellness, environmental, increase in retail
revenue generation in many cases). There is a
definite shift towards reducing parking minimums
in many cities and the increase in land use density
and environmental concerns are forcing a
reduction in car parking and a shift to more active
forms of transportation.

Q: Do you have any data on the % of bike types
(road, e-bike, mountain) being used currently?

A: This varies hugely by region and city, but we
would lump gravel, city, cross, road, urban and
commute bikes as one group, and set mountain
bikes that aren’t being used as commuter bikes
(which is popular) aside for planning purposes -
those are mostly for off-street use and park at
home. So 70% ‘road’ and 30%  e-bike as a basic
generalization, with e-bikes growing continuously.

Q: E-bike manufacturers recommend charging
the battery at room temperature. Does that
mean we will not see many outdoor charging
stations?

A: We may see a proliferation of enclosures for
charging e-bikes, since they don’t have to be
complicated. In more temperate climates, you
may be able to charge outdoors year round. There
are no universal standards yet for chargers across
bike manufacturers (think J1772 for EVs), so the
few outdoor solutions generally require the user to
carry their own charger.

Q: Thoughts about encouraging/allowing
people to roll bikes inside with people —
especially for retail stores?

A: As a policy issue, this works best at a
building/store level. As long as it’s compatible with
the store (aisle width, etc.) allowing bikes inside is
a great draw for places that struggle with parking.
Placing a rack for multiple bikes just inside the
door also works well for certain establishments.
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Q: Can you talk about any work you have done
helping mall retailers shift employee commute
mode to cycling? What do these kinds of clients
need to do with their long-term parking to
attract retail mall employees coming by bike?

A: In terms of facilities, this is the same as
anywhere else - safe/secure, easy/pleasant, and
placed in a convenient and efficient location.
Employees benefit from separate employee-only
long term bike parking facilities and features
which aren’t mixed with the public short-term
parking. The facilities can also be paired with
programs and incentives for commuting via
bicycle.

Q: Great presentation Kurt!  Would really like to
see some example e-bike charging policies if
there are any you can share.

A: We are developing a short policy paper for
facilities and programs. In the meantime, the NFPA
tip sheet
(https://go.nfpa.org/e-bike-e-scooter-safety) is a
good starting place. The National Bicycle Dealers
Association also has a great starting policy for
shops, much of which can be adapted for policy
use for bike parking rooms.
(https://nbda.com/safe-lithium-ion-battery-storag
e-and-charging-procedures-for-the-ebike-shop/)

Q: Do you have any insights to share about bike
retrofits for existing facilities?

A: Finding an existing space large enough that is
convenient to access is key. We’ve worked with
many less than ideal spaces. But with a bit of
design, even a narrow hallway can be brightened
up for bike riders.

Q: Are you seeing more bike rooms/
maintenance rooms being put into multi-family
complexes & any security issues that are
common?

A: Absolutely, yes. Easy access vs. solid security
are always things to weigh. Limiting access to
tenants, providing multiple layers of security,
security cameras, and keeping the rooms near
lobby or higher traffic areas are all helpful.

Q: Can we all please agree long-term to avoid
using the term "amenities" for bikes because
that word would never be used to describe
accessory uses/equipment for cars? We're not
discussing nice-to-haves or luxuries, we're
describing basic accommodations.

A: A great point. We consider e-bike charging as
more important than EV charging. Bikes are
essential transportation and some of the
associated accommodations are essential as well.
Maybe Features is a better term!

Q: What are common mistakes you see in newly
developed bike spaces? An example in our
market is solely wall mounted vertical racks that
aren't compatible with heavy/large bicycles.

A: That’s a big one - once people have
encountered big problems, they might not come
back. There are so many places that feel
unsafe/unpleasant, are low security, or full of old
damaged bikes. Improper installation and
placement of bike racks (sometimes making them
unusable!) is the most common thing we see.
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Q: What about parking spaces dedicated to
cargo bikes?

A: Yes! Marking larger spaces for cargo/larger
bikes is helpful for users and encourages more
types of riding.

Q: What about exterior secure bike storage
shelters?

A: Shelters are a great option where indoor space
isn’t possible. We’ve designed standards for these
with Stanford and other clients to make them as
effective as possible. They are really cost effective.

Q: I work at a large university with lots of
turnover in our community. We had a local
apartment developer get an exception on car
parking requirements who proposed a very
bike-friendly apartment complex. They have
subsequently done very little to maintain their
bike parking which filled up rapidly with
abandoned bikes. We also have a huge problem
at other large apartment complexes in our area
that provide basic bike parking racks, but do
very little to clear out abandoned bikes, so
actual parking capacity for active bicyclists is
very diminished over time. Seems like there's a
huge need for policies re: maintenance of bike
parking facilities to reduce such abandoned bike
problems over the years.

A: This can be a big challenge at any size school. A
regular residence or university tagging and
removal process can help keep the racks clear, but
it's best if it’s tied to a program that rehabs and
sells or donates the bikes, so they aren’t just
accumulating somewhere else. (The bikes can be
a boon to a community or a funding source for a
university bike program.) Partnering with police
departments, and developing a plan with a partner
organization (perhaps a local non-profit) who can
help keep the parking areas tidy and refurbish and
redistribute the bikes through their programs can
be key steps to a long-term solution.
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